We consider identical quantum bosons with weak contact interactions in a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic trap. When the interactions are turned off, the energy levels are equidistant and highly degenerate. At linear order in the coupling parameter, these degenerate levels split, and we study the patterns of this splitting. It turns out that the problem is mathematically identical to diagonalizing the quantum resonant system of the two-dimensional Gross-Pitaevskii equation, whose classical counterpart has been previously studied in the mathematical literature on turbulence. Enhanced symmetry structures are known for this resonant system, and our purpose is to report on powerful implications these symmetries have for the level splitting in the quantum case. In particular, the symmetries relate energy shifts of different unperturbed levels so that infinitely many exactly integer energy differences survive at linear order in the interaction strength. The highest energy state emanating from each unperturbed level is explicitly described by our analytics. Considerable simplifications in computing the spectrum numerically result from exploiting the symmetries. We furthermore discuss the energy level spacing distributions in the spirit of quantum chaos theory. After separating the eigenvalues into blocks with respect to the known conservation laws, we observe the Wigner-Dyson statistics within such individual blocks, which suggests that no integrable structures beyond the symmetries we display should be expected in the problem. arXiv:1903.04974v1 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy levels of quantum identical interacting bosons in harmonic traps have often been studied in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , motivated in particular by the physics of cold atomic gases. Contact interactions between the bosons commonly appear in such studies as the simplest possible choice for the twoparticle potential that is expected to retain realistic features. Our purpose in this article is to report on rich mathematical structures emerging from studies of bosons with weak contact interactions in a twodimensional isotropic harmonic trap, and the consequences these structures have for the makeup of the energy spectrum.
Most of the past publications dealing with related systems have focused on particular small numbers of bosons. For instance, [1] reports an exact solution of the problem involving two bosons in a harmonic trap with contact interactions of arbitrary strength. A notable exception is [10] , which studies effects of symmetries on the spectrum of an arbitrary number of atoms with finite strength contact interactions in a harmonic trap. Our perspective will be quite similar, but the strength of the interactions will be assumed small (more precisely, our results are valid at linear order in the coupling parameter). This brings in a considerably richer set of symmetries.
If the interactions are turned off altogether, the eigenstates of the multi-boson system are simply constructed by having the bosons independently occupy the energy levels of the harmonic potential, and the total energy is a sum of contributions of the individual noninteracting bosons. Since the energies of harmonic potential eigenstates are integer in appropriate units, one ends up with integer energy eigen-values for the multi-boson system, and the degeneracies of the energy levels are very high, since there are many ways to partition a given integer amount of energy into the integer energies of individual bosons. (These level degeneracies furthermore grow without bound as the energy is increased.) When weak contact interactions between the bosons are turned on, the highly degenerate free-boson energy levels split, and the pattern of the splitting at leading order in the interaction strength is computed by diagonalizing the interaction Hamiltonian within each degenerate unperturbed energy level, which is a standard quantum-mechanical procedure. These level splitting patterns will be the main subject of our analysis.
If one is interested in the splitting pattern of a given unperturbed level, diagonalizing a finite-sized matrix of the interaction Hamiltonian matrix elements is all one has to do. This is straightforward for numerical evaluation, yet little can be said about the general structure of the spectrum, since one matrix has to be diagonalized for each unperturbed level, and the sizes of the matrices (determined by the unperturbed level degeneracies) grow without bound as one moves to higher energies. However, specifically for bosons with contact interactions in an isotropic two-dimensional harmonic trap, the diagonalization problems involved display rich symmetry structures that relate the energy shifts of different unperturbed levels, and impose significant constraints on the patterns in the spectrum.
A key observation that makes our analysis possible is that the diagonalization problem involved in finding the energy shifts is identical to diagonalizing the quantized version of the resonant system of the two-dimensional Gross-Pitaevskii equation in an isotropic harmonic trap. The Gross-Pitaevskii equation (which physically describes the condensed regime of our interacting bosons) is a PDE that can be approximated in the weakly nonlinear regime by the corresponding resonant Hamiltonian system, an approach commonly taken in the mathematical literature on turbulence [11, 12] . The enhanced symmetries of this classical resonant system have been presented explicitly in the past, see [12] . Quantum resonant systems, on the other hand, have been considered in [13] from a perspective geared toward quantum chaos studies. Our strategy here is to translate the classical symmetries of [12] to the corresponding quantum resonant system, and to relate the results to the energy level splitting of bosons with weak contact interactions.
Another issue that naturally comes to mind is whether there are symmetries in the problem beyond the ones we use. To shed light on this question, we turn to quantum chaos theory [14] [15] [16] , which purports that integrable and chaotic systems are characterized by qualitatively different distributions of distances between neighboring energy levels. For integrable systems, the distribution is Poissonian [17] , so that, as far as the level spacing statistics is concerned, the energy levels appear random and completely uncorrelated. Chaotic systems, on the other hand, are associated with a phenomenon known as level repulsion, captured by the Wigner-Dyson distribution of the level spacings [18] . In our case, we already know a few explicit operators that commute with the Hamiltonian, and one must factor this knowledge into the study of the level spacing statistics. If the statistics is built indiscriminately for all energy levels, one observes the Poisson distribution typical of integrable system. This is merely a reflection of the fact that eigenvalues split into blocks with respect to the conserved quantities, and without correlations between eigenvalues in the different blocks, the joint level spacing statistics mimics that of random energy levels [16] . What is more relevant is to plot the level spacing distributions separately within such blocks. Once we do that taking into account all the conserved quantitites of [12] , the Wigner-Dyson distribution emerges. This suggests that one should not expect further analytic structures beyond those displayed below in our treatment.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review bosons with contact interactions in harmonic traps, and their energy level splitting at linear order in the coupling parameter, and then explain the connection between these considerations and quantum resonant systems. In section III, we demonstrate the use of our techniques by focusing on specific multiplets in the so-called Lowest Landau Level (LLL) sector, for which the analysis simplifies. In section IV, we generalize the analysis of section III to arbitrary energy levels. We conclude with a summary and discussion.
II. TRAPPED BOSONS, ENERGY SHIFTS AND RESONANT SYSTEMS
We consider the second-quantized representation of identical bosons with contact interactions of strength g in an isotropic harmonic potential:
Here, Ψ(x, y) is a quantum nonrelativistic bosonic field satisfying the commutation relations
We shall be focusing on small values of the coupling parameter, g 1. It will be convenient to further assume g ≥ 0 to simplify the wording (for example, to refer to the highest rather than lowest energy state within each fine structure multiplet), though our derivations are equally valid for small negative couplings. The factor of π is inserted on the righthand side of (3) for future convenience and may be absorbed, if desired, into a redefinition of g.
When g = 0, one is dealing with noninteracting bosons in a harmonic trap, and the energy spectrum descends directly from the one-particle spectrum by a simple addition of energies. One can decompose Ψ in terms of the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions ψ nm as
with ψ nm satisfying
where φ is the polar angle in the (x, y)-plane. These states thus carry n + 1 units of energy and m units of angular momentum, with n being a nonnegative integer and m ∈ {−n, −n + 2, . . . , n − 2, n}. The creation-annihilation operators α † nm and α nm satisfy the standard commutation relations
The noninteracting Hamiltonian H 0 is then expressed as
where we have subtracted the irrelevant vacuum energy contribution by replacing n + 1 with n. The eigenstates of H 0 are simply given by the Fock basis states, generated by acting on the vacuum state |0 (one has α nm |0 = 0) with the creation operators α † nm to produce a state with the set of occupation numbers {η nm }, one for each one-particle mode labelled by n and m:
These satisfy, for any n and m,
and hence they are eigenstates of (8) with eigenvalues
There are of course many ways to generate the same value of E by combining the integer numbers n and η nm . Correspondingly, the energy levels of (8) are highly degenerate (and the degeneracies grow without bound as one moves to higher energies). A note is in order on the set of eigenfunctions to be used in the decomposition (5) . A common choice for the orthonormal set of two-dimensional harmonic oscillator energy eigenfunctions is given (in polar coordinates) by
see, e.g., [19] . Here, L α n are the generalized Laguerre polynomials. These functions are, of course, defined up to phase factors, which are completely irrelevant in the noninteracting theory. When considering interactions, however, different choices of the phase factors in (17) will lead to equivalent theories, but may be more or less efficient from the standpoint of simplifying the algebraic expressions and making their structure more apparent. For the purposes of our algebra it turns out beneficial to introduce an extra sign factor in the definition of the eigenfunctions as follows:
With this sign factor, the wavefunctions can be conveniently transformed in a manner identical to the considerations of [20] using identities for Laguerre polynomials. Using the explicit expressions for the Laguerre polynomials,
and remembering that factorials of negative numbers are infinite, we obtain for every integer µ
Therefore, one can see that introducing the extra sign factors amounts to using eigenfunctions that can be written as the original ψ norm. nm but without absolute values,
(17) In the following, we shall use these expressions in the decompositions (5) , which in fact brings us in accord with the conventions of [12] and lets us conveniently reuse the mathematical structures developed there.
We are now in a position to study weak contact interactions. To this end, we substitute the decomposition (5) in the interaction Hamiltonian (3) to obtain
The sum only contains terms satisfying m 1 + m 2 = m 3 + m 4 as an immediate consequence of the angular momentum conservation by contact interactions.
We have furthermore introduced the interaction coefficients defined by C m1m2m3m4 n1n2n3n4 = 2π ψ * n1m1 ψ * n2m2 ψ n3m3 ψ n4m4 r dr dφ (19) whose properties will play a key role in our analysis. Note that, with the conventions we have adopted,
A standard approach to small perturbations of quantum dynamics in confining potentials, known as the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory, is to analyze the corrections to energy levels and eigenstates as power series in the interaction strength g. If the unperturbed levels are degenerate, as they are in the case at hand, level splitting will be in general induced by perturbations. At linear order in g, this level splitting is analyzed by computing the eigenvalues ε I of the matrix
where |{η} and |{η } are two unperturbed Fock states of the form (9) with the same value of the unperturbed energy given by (11) . Since H int conserves the number of particles, |{η} and |{η } must also contain the same total number of particles
For any given N and E, (21) is a finite-sized numerical matrix with the entries expressed through the interaction coefficients (19) . Once its eigenvalues have been found, the corresponding perturbed energy levels are given at order g bỹ
We note in passing that the structure of the unperturbed levels, and the diagonalization problem arising here at linear order in g, parallel closely what one would have encountered if treating quantum relativistic interacting fields in Anti-de Sitter spacetime (a brief summary can be found in [21] ). This is not a coincidence, since nonrelativistic bosonic fields in harmonic potentials arise systematically through taking nonrelativistic limits of field systems in Antide Sitter spacetime [22, 23] . (Energy levels of quantum interacting fields in Anti-de Sitter spacetime have recently been considered from a different perspective in [24] .)
Because the energy carried by |{η} and |{η } in (21) is the same, the two annihilation operators in H int must remove the same total amount of energy as what the two creation operators add, i.e., only terms with n 1 + n 2 = n 3 + n 4 in (18) may contribute in the matrix elements (21) . This results in a simplification that is straightforward, but has far-reaching consequences. Namely, for the purposes of computing the shifted energy levels (23), one may replace H int in (21) by H res defined by
(24) We note that the classical system corresponding to (24) is described by the Hamiltonian
for complex-valued dynamical variables α nm (t) and α * nm (t) with the symplectic form i nm dα * nm ∧ dα nm . The corresponding equations of motion are
This classical Hamiltonian has been studied in the literature [12, 20] as the resonant approximation to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, which is the classical limit of (1) -see also [11] where the same resonant Hamiltonian emerges from approximating a different related PDE. Similar resonant Hamiltonian systems emerge as approximations to other physically motivated PDEs, see [22, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . It is not surprising that a close relation exists between applying the resonant approximation in a classical theory and the first order of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory for the quantum version of the same problem, since both approaches succeed in approximating the time evolution of the perturbed system on time scales of order 1/g at small values of the coupling parameter g.
We now come to the key point of our treatment. Studies of the classical resonant system (25) (26) have revealed a large set of conserved quantities (a list can be found in [12] ). Symmetry enhancements are known for the classical version of our original system (1) in two spatial dimensions [30, 31] , but they are even stronger at the level of the resonant system (25) (26) . Since the conserved quantities are bilinear in α nm and α * nm , their quantization is straightforward and does not incur ordering ambiguities. This results in a set of operators commuting with the quantum Hamiltonian (24) that can be presented in terms of the following combinations
The last three operators are not Hermitian, and their Hermitian conjugates Z † + , Z † − and W † should also be included. We do not explicitly give the summation ranges of n and m, but it is understood, here and elsewhere, that summations run over all possible values of n and m for which the creation-annihilation operators in the summand correspond to existing modes. As a reminder, α nm corresponds to an actual oscillator mode if n ≥ 0, |m| ≤ n, and n − m is even.
While the conservation of N , E and M is straightforwardly seen from the general structure of the resonant Hamiltonian (24) , the conservation of Z + , Z − and W relies on the specific form of the interaction coefficients C given by (19) and is far from obvious. These conservation laws were established in [11] where the resonant system (25) (26) was derived for bosons with contact interactions without a harmonic trap. The reason the same resonant system is of relevance both with and without a harmonic trap is that, specifically in two dimensions and for contact interactions, the two situations are mapped into each other using the so-called 'lens transform,' also known as the pseudo-conformal compactification [32, 33] . Thus, as explicitly pointed out in [12] , the same conservation laws are respected in the presence of a harmonic trap. As the original derivations of the conservation laws in the mathematical literature would have taken us rather far outside our present context, we feel it beneficial to present elementary proofs, which we give in Appendix A. The essence of these proofs is that the harmonic oscillator mode functions (17) are expressed through the Laguerre polynomials, and identities for the Laguerre polynomials imply that the interaction coefficients defined by (19) satisfy certain finite difference equations with respect to their mode number indices. These finite difference equations, in turn, imply the conservation of Z + , Z − and W .
What do the conserved quantities (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) tell us about the diagonalization of (24) , and consequently about the energy shifts (23)? First of all, since N , E and M commute not only with H res but also with each other, the four operators can be diagonalized simultaneously, grouping the eigenvalues of H res into (N, E, M )-blocks, labelled by the integer eigenvalues of N , E and M (which equal η nm , n η nm and m η nm , respectively). In fact, since N , E and M are diagonal in the Fock basis, the block-diagonal structure of H res is seen directly by considering its Fock basis matrix elements. Evidently, there are finitely many states for a given triplet (N, E, M ). Each such block describes energy shifts (23) of the unperturbed level of energy E in the sector with N particles carrying a total of M units of angular momentum. Now, the action of Z + moves any state in an (N, E, M )-block to a state in the (N, E + 1, M + 1)-block, the action of Z − moves any state in an (N, E, M )-block to a state in the (N, E + 1, M − 1)-block, and the action of W moves any state in an (N, E, M )-block to a state in the (N, E + 2, M )-block, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Since Z + , Z − and W commute with H res , their action will copy the eigenvalues from lower to higher (N, E, M )-blocks. A distinctive signature of this structure is that many energy shifts ε I in (23) will be identical for different unperturbed energy levels, and thus infinitely many integer energy differences of the noninteracting boson spectrum will survive at linear order in g. This situation is highly specific to the problem we are studying and relies on the symmetry enhancement that occurs for contact interactions in a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic trap.
Our goal for the rest of our treatment will be to systematically study the implications of the above symmetry structure for the spectrum, describe possible optimizations it allows in computing the eigenvalues, and comment on the eigenvalue statistics in hope of addressing the question whether the set of
The action of raising operators Z+, Z− and W in the (M, E)-plane. The patterns of consecutive moves generated by Z+, Z− and W are closely reminiscent of (though not exactly identical to) the so-called Motzkin walks. (Definitions and some recent applications to quantum spin chains can be found in [34, 35] .) symmetries we have used is complete. As considerations for general (N, E, M )-blocks become rather involved, we shall start by focusing on blocks with E = M , known as the Lowest Landau Level (LLL), where the algebra simplifies considerably, and all essential concepts and techniques may be more transparently demonstrated. We shall thereafter proceed with our analysis of general (N, E, M )-blocks.
III. THE LLL SECTOR

A. Classical and quantum LLL truncation
It is well-known [12, [36] [37] [38] that the classical resonant system (25) (26) can be consistently truncated to the set of modes satisfying n = m, the so-called Lowest Landau Level (LLL) sector. Setting all modes with n = m to zero in the initial state guarantees that they never get excited by the evolution equation (26) . (The same set of LLL modes has often appeared in more phenomenological studies of rapidly rotating trapped Bose-Einstein condensates [39] .)
Classical truncations of this sort in general have no direct implications for the quantum theory, since the uncertainty principle makes it impossible to set canonical variables to zero. The LLL truncation happens to have a direct translation to the quantum system (24) , nonetheless, for reasons that are essentially kinematical. Consider an (N, E, M )-block of Fock states with N particles, E units of energy and M units of angular momentum, and impose E = M . Then, the occupation numbers η nm in the corresponding Fock states must vanish for n = m. Indeed, only modes with m ≤ n exist, and having any modes with m < n excited guarantees that the total angular momentum M is less than the total energy E, in contradiction with our assumption. Thus, any block with E = M is entirely composed of LLL states. Creation-annihilation operators corresponding to non-LLL modes do not contribute to matrix elements (21) between any two states in an E = M block. We shall refer to the E = M blocks as 'LLL blocks' for obvious reasons.
In view of the above picture, for the analysis of level splitting in the LLL blocks, the full resonant Hamiltonian (24) can be replaced by the following simpler LLL Hamiltonian
Here, we have relabelled α nimi with n i = m i as simply α ni . The LLL interaction coefficients can be directly evaluated [12] as a special case of (19) resulting in the following simple expression:
The classical system corresponding to the LLL Hamiltonian (33) has been studied as an approximation to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for Bose-Einstein condensates [12, [36] [37] [38] , and possesses many special properties, for example it admits an invariant manifold where the nonlinear equations can be solved exactly, and the solutions show interesting long-term return behaviors [37] . Spatial positions of zeros of the wavefunctions (known as 'vortices') corresponding to some solutions may also be analyzed to a great extent [38] . This system is a representative of a very large class of partially solvable resonant systems developed in [40] , which are of the form (33) but with different choices of the interaction coefficients C, and which share many of the special dynamical features we have just mentioned.
The quantum Hamiltonian (33) (34) , which is what is of interest for us here, inherits the following conserved quantities from (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) :
The commutators of these operators with H LLL vanish, and the commutators among themselves and with Z † vanish except for
Energy spectra of systems of the form (33) with general interaction coefficients C have been studied numerically in [13] . We shall now examine how the specific symmetry structures emerging for C given by (34) influence the eigenvalue patterns.
B. Structure of the Hamiltonian blocks
The structure of the eigenvalue problem for the LLL Hamiltonian (33) is inherited as a simplified version from what has been described in the previous section for the full Hamiltonian (24) . On the other hand, the generalities of diagonalizing Hamiltonians of the form (33) with arbitrary interaction coefficients C have been spelled out in [13] , and we shall closely follow that treatment.
One starts with defining the LLL Fock basis as
such that
for any k, and η k are nonnegative integers. The eigenvalues of N and E in this basis are evidently
The Hamiltonian (33) has nonvanishing matrix elements between |η 0 , η 1 , . . . and |η 0 , η 1 , . . . only for two sets of occupation numbers {η k } and {η k } having the same values of N and E. Thus, the Hamiltonian is block-diagonal in the Fock basis, where the blocks are labeled by the nonnegative numbers (N, E). The number of states in an (N, E)-block is given by the number of integer partitions of E into at most N parts [13] , a well known number-theoretic function usually denoted as p N (E). One thus has to diagonalize finite-sized p N (E) × p N (E) matrices to get the eigenvalues of (33) within each (N, E)-block. Up to this point, our discussion of the diagonalization has been generic and did not make any reference to the specific form of the interaction coefficients given by (34) . For this specific form of the interaction coefficients, an extra conserved operator Z given by (35) and its Hermitian conjugate enter the game. These operators act as raising and lowering operators for E: namely, acting on a state in an (N, E)-block, Z produces a state in the (N, E + 1)block, and Z † , a state in the (N, E − 1)-block. Since Z and Z † commute with H LLL , eigenvectors of the latter are mapped into eigenvectors by this action, while their eigenvalues remain intact.
We are thus brought to the first qualitative conclusion of our analysis. By the action of Z, eigenvalues are recursively copied from lower (N, E)-blocks to higher (N, E)-blocks. Thus, each eigenvalue is present in infinitely many copies. For any two blocks (N, E 1 ) and (N, E 2 ) with E 1 < E 2 , the H LLL eigenvalues of the first block are a subset of the eigenvalues of the second block. The energy shifts ε I in (23) for the two corresponding unperturbed levels are evidently in the same relation. This results in infinitely many exactly integer differences of energy levels surviving in the spectrum at order g, despite the presence of interactions.
How do new eigenvalues emerge in this picture as we move to higher values of E? The action of Z copies all the p N (E) eigenvalues of the (N, E)block into the (N, E + 1)-block. The latter block has p N (E + 1) > p N (E) eigenvalues, and the excess eigenvalues must correspond to eigenvectors annihilated by Z † . Indeed, if they were not annihilated by Z † , the action of Z † would have produced an eigenvector the (N, E)-block with the same eigenvalue, in contradiction with our assumption that the eigenvalue is new. Thus, any new eigenvalues in the (N, E + 1)-block compared to the (N, E)-block must come from vectors |Ψ in the kernel of Z † ,
In order for the whole picture to be consistent, the dimension of this kernel within the (N, E + 1)-block must precisely account for the difference in the dimensions of the (N, E)-and (N, E + 1)-blocks:
To see this structure more explicitly, note first that Z cannot annihilate a nonvacuum state. Indeed, by (36) ,
Thus, by acting with Z on a complete basis |Ψ I in the (N, E)-block containing p N (E) elements, we obtain p N (E) linearly independent vectors Z|Ψ I in the (N, E + 1)-block. Consider the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by these vectors within the (N, E + 1)-block, which by construction has p N (E + 1) − p N (E) dimensions. Any of the vectors |Φ in this orthogonal complement must be annihilated by Z † since, on the one hand, Z † |Φ belongs to the (N, E)-block, and on the other hand it is orthogonal to all states in the (N, E)-block, since Ψ I |Z † |Φ = 0 as a consequence of |Φ being orthogonal to Z|Ψ I . Therefore any such |Φ is in the kernel of Z † , while none of the vectors Z|Ψ I can be in the kernel of Z † as |Z † Z|Ψ I | 2 > 0 by (36) . We have thereby established (41) . The picture we have presented leads to considerable simplifications in generating the spectrum of H LLL numerically. Instead of naively diagonalizing the (N, E)-blocks as one does for generic resonant systems [13] , one may proceed recursively by gradually increasing E at fixed N . As one moves from E to E + 1 in this procedure, all the eigenvalues from the (N, E)-block are copied to the (N, E + 1)-block, while all the extra eigenvalues that have to be added come from eigenvectors in the kernel of Z † . Since the kernel is smaller than the entire block, this gives a smaller diagonalization problem, and hence results in a simplification. The kernel of Z † can be effectively generated, say, by taking the Z-images of the Fock basis vectors in the (N, E)-block and constructing their complement in the (N, E + 1)-block, which is an elementary linear algebra operation.
One particular eigenvalue stands out prominently in the iterative procedure we have just described. The iterations start with the (N, 0)-block that contains only one state, |N, 0, 0, . . . , which is of course an eigenstate of H LLL ,
The corresponding eigenvalue N (N − 1)/2 will be propagated by the action of Z to all the higher (N, E)-blocks, where it will correspond to the vector Z E |N, 0, 0, . . . . We shall now derive bounds on H LLL , which make it clear that this eigenvalue is always the highest one in the spectrum, while the other eigenvalues of an (N, E)-blocks lie between 0 and N (N − 1)/2.
C. Bounds on the LLL Hamiltonian
In establishing bounds on H LLL , the following explicit representation of the resonant summation in (33) will prove convenient:
(44) (Resonant summations in this form have been extensively employed in [41] .) From this representation and (34), one may immediately write
where
Thus, H LLL is manifestly a nonnegative operator and all of its eigenvalues are nonnegative as claimed under (43) . We then proceed to establish the upper bound on H LLL , which is slightly less straightforward. Consider
Similarly to the previous proof, we wish to write H inv as a sum of manifestly nonnegative terms. Using [α † l , α k ] = −δ kl , we first note that
We then insert into this representation of N (N −1)/2 a tautological decomposition of unity in terms of the binomial identity
With these preliminaries, one can straightforwardly write
This proves that H LLL is bounded from above by N (N − 1)/2. To summarize, all the eigenvalues H LLL within an (N, E) block lie between 0 and the largest eigenvalue N (N − 1)/2, which corresponds to the state Z E |N, 0, 0, . . . as we have previously claimed.
D. Level spacing statistics
We have seen in the above treatment that the known symmetries of the LLL Hamiltonian have powerful implications for the structure of its spectrum. A question naturally arises whether the symmetries generated by (35) are all there is, or there are extra conserved operators in addition to N , E and Z. While there is no algorithmic way to construct extra conserved operators or prove their absence, quantum chaos theory [14, 15] provides an attractive set of tools to shed light on this question. The bulk of quantum chaos theory revolves around a set of conjectures derived from extensive numerical experimentation, and we will thus not have water-tight theorems at our disposal. Nonetheless, we feel that the indicators supplied by this approach are of great practical use in our context.
A key tenet of quantum chaos theory is that the quantum spectra of classically chaotic systems have distances between neighboring energy levels that obey a qualitatively different statistics from the quantum spectra of classically integrable systems. More specifically, distances between energy eigenvalues for a generic integrable system follow [17] the Poisson distribution
Here, s are distances between neighboring levels of a properly normalized (more technically, 'unfolded') energy level sequence that we shall discuss below.
The distribution (52) is the same as the distribution of distances between points randomly thrown on a line with a unit mean density. For a chaotic system, on the other hand, one expects [18] the Wigner-Dyson distribution, which is well approximated for practical purposes by the 'Wigner surmise'
This is the statistics of distances between eigenvalues of random real symmetric random matrices with independent identically distributed entries. Note that (53) vanishes at zero energy level separation, a phenomenon known as 'level repulsion. ' We have to clarify what is meant by the 'unfolding' procedure used to generate the normalized level distances s from a given set of energy levels. The need for unfolding is most easily understood in the original context of the quantum chaos theory, that is, the energy spectra of chaotic quantum-mechanical systems with a few degrees of freedom, such as quantum billiards [18] . In this situation, there are infinitely many energy levels and the distances between the neighboring levels may become progressively longer or shorter as one moves to higher energies. Thus, one is not even guaranteed to have the distribution of plain energy distances converge to a limit as more and more energy levels are included. What one must do is differentially rescale the spectrum so that on intervals containing many energy levels the mean density is 1 in any part of the spectrum. Then, the common distribution function for level distances will exist, and it is the level distance distributions in thus unfolded level sequences for which the quantum chaos conjectures are formulated. A contemporary discussion of unfolding can be found in [14, 42, 43] .
Unfolding may seem more subtle for inherently finite samples of energy levels, such as the levels within the (N, E)-blocks of the LLL Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, the following simple-minded definition [13] will prove perfectly effective for our purposes. Consider a sample with K eigenvalues denoted E I with I = 1, . . . , K. We shall assume K to be reasonably large (comparable to 1000 in our numerics). One can choose an integer ∆ close to √ K, and differentially stretch the spectrum so that the level density is 1 on intervals containing 2∆ energy levels in any part of the spectrum. To this end, define the raw unfolded sequence of level spacings
with I = ∆ + 1, ∆ + 2, . . . , K − ∆. The division by (E I+∆ − E I−∆ ) factors out the mean level density over intervals containing 2∆ adjacent levels and centered on the point of observation. We then compute the average of this raw sequences = ( 2∆) , and define the normal-ized unfolded sequence
whose mean by construction equals 1. This is our definition of s for comparing with (52) and (53) . While the smoothing parameter ∆ and the bin size for plotting distribution histograms have to be chosen by hand (though √ K is the natural scale for both), there are no free parameters in the distributions (52) and (53) and thus no fitting involved in the comparison after the histograms have been plotted.
We note that the chaotic Wigner-Dyson distribution, which we have approximately represented by the Wigner surmise (53) , is only expected to emerge if the spectrum is separated into blocks according to the values of all pairwise commuting conserved operators (the analogs of globally defined classical integrals of motion in involution). The underlying philosophy is that for each specific value of such commuting conserved operators, one essentially has an independent Hamiltonian system, and the spectra of these individual Hamiltonian systems are not expected to be correlated. Then, lumping together the different blocks for computing the level spacing statistics would wash out the level repulsion phenomenon, which is responsible for the shape of (53) and requires correlations between the energy levels (see for example section 3.1 of [16] ).
This is precisely what one could see in the numerical analysis of the LLL Hamiltonian in [13] . In that analysis, guided by the general structure of the eigenvalue problems for resonant Hamiltonians, the eigenvalues were split into (N, E)-blocks. Within such blocks, a Poissonian distribution of unfolded level spacings was seen, and the question was raised about its implications. We now answer this question by noticing that N and E are not the only quantities commuting with each other and H LLL , as ZZ † commutes with all the three. One must then separate the LLL Hamiltonian eigenvalues into blocks not only according to their values of N and E, but also according to the values of ZZ † .
In practice, because of the structure of the eigenvalue problem of H LLL described in section III B, it is sufficient to consider the eigenvectors of H LLL annihilated by ZZ † , i.e., the eigenvectors in the kernel of Z † . Indeed, all other ZZ † -blocks are simply inherited through repeated action of Z on the Z † -kernel of some other (N, E)-block with a lower value of E. So the variety of statistics present in the problem is fully exhausted by looking at Z † -kernels only.
We have implemented this procedure for the N = E = 27 block that has already been considered in [13] . If the joint level spacing statistics in the entire block is plotted, one sees a Poissonian distribution, as in [13] . If the levels outside the Z † -kernel are excised, Wignerian statistics emerges, as seen in Fig. 2 . This suggests that no further conserved pair- wise commuting operators are acting surreptitiously to separate the eigenvalues into finer independent blocks.
E. Generalizations
We briefly comment on possible generalizations of the material of this section that take us outside the immediate scope of the present article. Resonant systems of the form (33) , with various assignments of the interaction coefficients C, have appeared in studies of weakly nonlinear problems emerging from a range of physical applications. Apart from cold atomic gases and Bose-Einstein condensates, there are applications in high-energy and gravitational physics, in particular due to connections to the topic of instability of the Anti-de Sitter spacetime [44, 45] , and dynamics of related nonlinear wave equations in highly symmetric spacetimes [22, 25] . Such resonant systems are also of relevance to the Hartree equation in harmonic potentials [23] .
A number of resonant systems emerging from such weakly nonlinear considerations [20, 22, 23, 25] possess features closely reminiscent of what we have used above to analyze the resonant LLL Hamiltonian. In [40] , these features have been distilled into a formulation of a very large class of resonant systems that, in particular, admit an analog of the Zconservation that has played a crucial role in the derivations of this section. In [13] , numerical analysis of the quantum version of these systems was performed, demonstrating a number of distinctive traits, such as the eigenvalue inheritance from lower to higher values of E in the (N, E)-blocks, and the maximal eigenvalue within each block being equal to N (N − 1)/2. We have seen in this section how these observations can be proved for the LLL system. Analogous proofs will hold for other systems in the large class formulated in [40] . In particular, the Zconservation will directly translate into eigenvalue inheritance, while an upper bound on the eigenval-ues will follow (at least for systems with positive interaction coefficients) from a generalization of the summation identity (49) that plays a defining role in the constructions of [40] . This opens up space for applications of the material of this section, in a slightly modified form, to a number of very different physical problems.
IV. GENERIC ENERGY LEVELS
As we turn to generic (N, E, M )-blocks of the resonant Hamiltonian (24), we essentially have to retrace the steps taken in the previous section for the LLL blocks with E = M , but the amount of technical effort required increases. A large part of the reason is that the interaction coefficients (19) no longer have a simple closed form like (34) and are expressed through the Laguerre polynomials as
There is also a much bigger set of conserved operators (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) that must be taken into account.
(Note that integrals of quadruple products of Laguerre polynomials of the form (56) have many special properties. For example, for the radially symmetric case m i = 0, there is appreciable mathematical literature on positivity [46] and combinatorial interpretations [47, 48] of such integrals.) As for the LLL case, there is inheritance of eigenvalues of H res from blocks with lower E and M to higher blocks via the action of Z ± and W as depicted on Fig. 1 . Hence, infinitely many exactly integer differences between perturbed energy levels (23) exist at linear order in g even outside the LLL sector. Similarly to the previous section, acting on the state where all the N particles occupy the lowest energy mode with different arrangements of Z ± and W results in states of energy N (N − 1)/2 in each of the higher (N, E, M )-blocks. Unlike the LLL sector, these states may have high multiplicities within their (N, E, M )-blocks as there are many inequivalent ways to reach the same (N, E, M )-block acting with different arrangements of Z ± and W . As for the LLL sector, N (N − 1)/2 is the highest energy state within each (N, E, M )-block as a consequence of bounds on the resonant Hamiltonian (24) .
Establishing bounds on H res is considerably more involved than for the case of H LLL , and we give the proofs in Appendix B. These proofs retrace the mathematical literature [11, 12] , but in a language more accessible to physicists. The result is that all the eigenvalues in general (N, E, M )-blocks lie between 0 and the maximal eigenvalue N (N − 1)/2, as in the previous section. In constructing the spectra of higher (N, E, M )blocks by recursively copying the eigenvalues of the lower (N, E, M )-blocks via the action of Z ± and W , the new eigenvalues always enter through the joint kernel of Z † ± and W † , i.e., the subspace of states |Ψ satisfying
This suggests, as for the LLL case, an algorithmic simplification in constructing the eigenvalues recursively, whereby the eigenvalues of lower blocks are copied in the current block (with the parent-child relation given by the arrows in Fig. 1 ) and the new eigenvalues are added by diagonalizing H res in the joint kernel of Z † ± and W † , which is a smaller diagonalization problem than diagonalizing the entire (N, E, M )-block.
The conserved operators N , E, M , Z ± , Z † ± , W and W † obey the following commutator algebra, where we only give the nonzero commutators explicitly:
A convenient combination is
satisfying [Z ± ,W † ] = 0. The operators Z + Z † + , Z − Z † − andWW † commute among themselves and with N , E, M and H res .
In implementing our analysis of the level spacing statistics, as in section III D, we must separate the eigenvalues of H res according to all the six mutually commuting conserved quantities N , E, M ,
In practice, it is sufficient to consider zero values of the last three quantities, which precisely corresponds to the joint kernel (57). Eigenvalues outside this kernel in a given (N, E, M )-block always descend through the action of Z ± and W from the kernel eigenvalues of a lower (N, E, M )-block. With this picture in mind, we have plotted the unfolded level spacing distribution in the (Z † ± , W † )-kernel of the (N, E, M ) = (7, 22, 16) block, given in Fig. 3 . The distribution is Wignerian and suggests that no symmetry structures beyond (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) are to be expected.
V. DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the problem of energy level splitting for quantum bosons in a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic trap under the influence of weak contact interactions. The problem is shown to be identical (at linear order in the interaction strength) to diagonalizing the quantized resonant system of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Known symmetries of this resonant system impart a highly constrained structure to the energy spectrum. The action of the symmetries copies the energy shifts from lower to higher unperturbed energy levels, so that infinitely many exactly integer energy differences characteristic of noninteracting bosons in a harmonic trap survive at linear order in the interaction strength. New values of energy shifts (in addition to the ones having descended from lower unperturbed levels via the action of the symmetries) always enter through explicitly described kernels of the symmetry generators, which simplifies their numerical construction. The highest energy level splitting off the unperturbed level with E units of energy and N particles is explicitly given as
(Some exactly integer energy differences are known from [10] even at finite g. These, however, reflect the action of a single raising operator, while our three raising operators from section IV produce much richer interrelations in the spectrum at linear order in g.)
We have furthermore analyzed the level spacing statistics in the fine structure emanating from individual unperturbed levels under the influence of weak contact interactions. The purpose is to use the standard lore of quantum chaos theory to shed light on the question of possible integrability (or, more generally, extra symmetry structures) in the resonant system of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (whose quantized version describes the energy level splitting). Speculations about possible integrability of this resonant system (and its close relatives) have been voiced in the literature [11, 13, 25] , in particular due to some intriguing parallels seen between these systems and the cubic Szegő equation [49] , which is known to be integrable. Our analysis of the level spacing statistics suggests that no symmetry structures beyond the ones explicitly given in [12] (and in particular, no integrability) should be expected in this resonant system.
A few classical systems possess symmetries closely analogous to those of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, which is the classical version of (1), both at the level of the original PDE, and at the level of extra symmetry enhancements in the resonant approximation. We specifically mention the conformally coupled cubic wave equation on the 3-sphere [25] and the Hartree equation in a harmonic trap in four spatial dimensions [23] . Similarly, if one replaces the |Ψ| 4 interaction that has characterized our considerations by |Ψ| 6 , there are systems in lower numbers of spatial dimensions [50, 51] that respect symmetry structures of the sort underlying our current study. There is additionally a very large class of resonant systems explicitly constructed in [40] in a way that guarantees the presence of the same type of symmetries. For all the systems mentioned, one expects that quantization will generate energy level patterns closely analogous to what we have observed in the present treatment.
We finally comment on the 'quantum Gross-Pitaevskii equations' [52] , a hierarchy of equations inspired by variational tensor network techniques and interpolating between the classical Gross-Pitaevskii equation and quantum bosons with contact interactions described by (1) . Since the operation of enhanced symmetries in the weak coupling regime has by now been seen both in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [12, 20, [36] [37] [38] and in the full quantum system in our present work, one expects it to have manifestations within the entire quantum Gross-Pitaevskii hierarchy. It would be interesting to investigate this subject further.
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Appendix A: Conservation of Z + , Z − and W The three proofs in this appendix closely retrace section 3 and the appendix of [40] . One has to prove that [Z ± , H res ] = [W, H res ] = 0. Evaluating the commutators directly, which is identical to the timedifferentiation in section 3 of [40] , produces expressions that vanish provided that certain four-term identities are satisfied by the interaction coefficients (19) . These identities are then proved using the following properties of the Laguerre polynomials: 
whenever n 3 = n + n 1 − n 2 − 1 and m 3 = m + m 1 − m 2 − 1. Multiplying by
and substituting the interaction coefficients (56), we write
where we have used n 3 = n + n 1 − n 2 − 1 and m 3 = m + m 1 − m 2 − 1. We apply the identities (A2-A3) to the first two terms, while for the last two terms, we use (A2), obtaining
Using the remaining identity (A1), we note that this expression is a total derivative:
The Laguerre polynomials of the form L m n−m 2 do not have any powers of ρ below ρ −m , which ensures this last expression is zero, completing the proof.
Conservation of Z −
The proof is analogous to the one above. Direct computation of the commutator [Z − , H res ] produces an expression that vanishes if
n−1,n1n2,n3
whenever n 3 = n + n 1 − n 2 − 1 and m 3 = m + m 1 − m 2 + 1. Multiplying by (A5) and substituting (56), we get
+1
.
We apply identity (A1) on the first two terms. The last two terms can be rewritten by applying (A2) first, followed by (A3) and using again (A2), which is equivalent to
Afterwards, we group all the terms to isolate a total derivative, as in the previous proof
The expression is zero, which proves the conservation of Z − . 
Conservation of W
whenever n + n 1 = n 2 + n 3 − 2 and m + m 1 = m 2 + m 3 . Multiplying by (A5) and substituting (56), we get
We now apply the identity (A3) to the four terms, yielding
where we have used n + n 1 = n 2 + n 3 − 2 and m + m 1 = m 2 + m 3 . Finally, we apply (A2) to the second and third term, and identify a total derivative using (A1), giving 
The Laguerre polynomials of the form L m n−m 2 do not have any powers of ρ below ρ −m , which ensures that the last expression is zero and W is conserved. the characteristic energy-momentum conservation of a free particle in the δ-functions of (B6). It may seem surprising that the 'energies' and 'momenta' in the δ-functions are expressed through the coordinates r i , but in fact the expression is invariant under Fourier transform, as emphasized in [11] , so the momentum-space analog of (B6) is given by the same expression, but with r i replaced by the corresponding momenta k i and the conservation of energy given by the standard expression. Note that the said invariance of H res under the Fourier transform of Ψ is a direct consequence of (B4) being an integral of a periodic function, whose integration range can be freely shifted, and (B3) being invariant under a shift of θ by π/2 combined with a Fourier transform (which is the well-known emergence of Fourier transforms at a quarter-period in the evolution of the quantum harmonic oscillator).
Back to our problem, introduce R = (r 1 + r 2 )/2, s = (r 1 − r 2 )/2, R = (r 3 + r 4 )/2, s = (r 3 − r 4 )/2 so that dr 1 dr 2 dr 3 dr 4 = 4dR ds dR ds and . We have thus proved that H res is bounded from above by N (N − 1)/2, as intended.
We conclude with some remarks on the proof of the upper bound we have just presented. Our proof is admittedly rather naive from a mathematical perspective. First, we have not been careful in specifying the functional spaces to which the various functions belong in deriving (B11), though a mathematically rigorous derivation of the same bound can be found in [56] . Second, in the quantum context, everything becomes even more subtle, as rigorous analysis would require a much more accurate definition of the space of states and dealing with issues of convergence in the decomposition of unity in (B12), etc. We believe that our derivations capture the essence of the problem, however. Importantly, the end result is just a constraint on the diagonalization of finite-sized matrices for the problem of level splitting found in the main text, which is perfectly well-defined in terms of elementary mathematics. This constraint (the eigenvalues lying between 0 and N (N − 1)/2) is furthermore empirically validated by our numerical diagonalization for concrete energy levels.
The derivations presented above are phrased through the representation of the resonant Hamiltonian given by (B6), which is illuminating, but rather unintuitive in the context of a harmonic trap problem. It would be interesting to construct a more direct proof in the Laguerre polynomial basis, but we are not aware of an easy way to do this. If one only keeps the modes with m = 0 in the resonant system, the positivity results for integrals of products of Laguerre polynomials [46] and the summation identities of [20] allow for a direct generalization of the elementary upper bound proof in section III C. This proof cannot be immediately adapted, however, to the full resonant system, which has both positive and negative interaction coefficients.
